
 

 

Since 1994, Bacall Associates has been respected by a lot of individuals because of their professionalism and their 

competence. It is particularly a boutique public relations, marketing and sales support agency specializing in travel at the 

top end of the market. Bacall Associates is passionate in launching and maintaining profiles for airlines, destinations, 

hotel groups, luxury developments, resorts and health retreats, and travel companies around the world. 

 

Each of their incisive specialists has in-depth knowledge in the travel industry and has the ability of drawing on a wide 

range of media and industry contacts. Bacall Associates also brings a lifestyle advantage to their work by taking the 

message well beyond the travel pages to the luxury consumer. With more than 20 years of extensive experience, Bacall 

Associates has garnered numerous clients worldwide, which includes aviation and infrastructure as well as some of the 

world's best hotels, from independent properties to the iconic landmarks like the Burj Al Arab in Dubai. 

 

Bacall Associates also established small niche operators in the marketplace and conceived PR strategies for major tourist 

boards and travel companies. It's only natural for every company to work hard, right? But Bacall Associates always 

exceed the norms. Most of the reviews of their clients reveal that their services are unrivaled. They're dedicated to 

achieving the specific public relations goals of their clients and driving the business at the same time. Bacall Associates 

proved to the world that they have a great team. They're passionate and ingenious individuals who can face any 

challenges. With their unrivaled commitment, they always exceed their clients' expectations. 

 

http://www.manta.com/c/mx5rf5q/bacall-associates


Perhaps one of the question that pops into your mind is, "What is their secret behind their success?" The answer seems 

so simple; they're humble and honest, and have a positive attitude and a wealth of knowledge. Those traits are also the 

reason behind their solid relationships not only with their clients, but also with journalists. Bacall Associates also delivers 

a lifestyle edge to their work to add enthusiasm to their campaigns and guarantee the reach of the right audiences for 

their clients. 


